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a b s t r a c t

With the worldwide deterioration of the natural environment and the fossil fuel crisis, the possible com-
mercialization of fuel cell vehicles has become a hot topic. In July 2008, Beijing started a clean public
transportation plan for the 29th Olympic games. Three fuel cell city buses and 497 other low-emission
vehicles are now serving the Olympic core area and Beijing urban areas. The fuel cell buses will operate
along a fixed bus line for 1 year as a public demonstration of green energy vehicles. Due to the specialized
eywords:
uel cell bus
luetooth
niversal data interface
ontrol system

nature of fuel cell engines and electrified power-train systems, measurement, monitoring and calibration
devices are indispensable. Based on the latest Bluetooth wireless technology, a novel Bluetooth universal
data interface was developed for the control system of the fuel cell city bus. On this platform, a series
of wireless portable control auxiliary systems have been implemented, including wireless calibration, a
monitoring system and an in-system programming platform, all of which are ensuring normal operation
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of the fuel cell buses used

. Introduction

Against the background of the increasingly serious global energy
risis and environmental problems, governments and enterprises
round the world have paid more attention to the development of
reen energy. The fuel cell city bus has become a favorite among
ew energy vehicles due to its being free of emissions, its high
nergy conversion efficiency and its long driving endurance. Pro-
on exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) feature simple compact
tacks without complex requirements with respect to fuel, oxidant
nd coolant supplies. PEMFCs deliver high power density and offer

he advantages of low weight and volume, compared with other
uel cells. PEMFCs operate at relatively low temperatures—around
0 ◦C. Low temperature operation allows them to start quickly and
esults in less wear on system components and better durability.

Abbreviations: BDM, background debug mode; CAN, control area network; CRC,
yclic redundancy check; DCS, diagnosis center service; ECU, electronic control
nit; EDR, enhanced data rate; EEPROM, electrically erasable programmable read-
nly memory; EMC, electro magnetic compatibility; GPRS, general packet radio
ervice; ISP, in-system programming; J2ME, Java 2nd micro edition; MS, manage-
ent system; PC, personal computer; PDA, personal digital assistant; PEMFC, proton

xchange membrane fuel cell; RAM, random access memory; SCI, serial communi-
ation interface; SoC, state of charge; SPI, serial peripheral interface; VCU, vehicle
ontrol unit.
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +86 10 62785706; fax: +86 10 62785708.

E-mail address: ouymg@tsinghua.edu.cn (M. Ouyang).
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herefore, PEMFCs are one of the most popular fuel cell types for
utomotive applications [1].

In the last decade a variety of demonstration vehicles have been
eveloped by the major car manufactures. Ford, GM. Toyota Nissan
onda and many others have made considerable progress toward
ass production of fuel cell cars in the near future [2].
The State Key Lab of Automotive Safety and Energy at Tsinghua

niversity initiated research on the fuel cell vehicle as early as 2002,
ainly focusing on commercial vehicles. With the support of the

hina National 863 Hi-tech Research Program, the first Chinese fuel
ell city bus was developed in 2004 by Tsinghua University and its
artners. It is a hybrid vehicle combining a PEMFC as its main source
ower and a battery as the auxiliary power unit. To date, a fleet of
uel cell buses has been developed in sequence [3].

In July 2008, three fuel cell city buses using third genera-
ion technology began operating as part of a 1-year-long Olympic
emonstration in Beijing. The buses were produced cooperatively
y Tsinghua University and its partner, the commercial vehicle
anufacturer Foton Motors. Theses buses serve an ordinary bus line

round north-west Beijing and operate 5 days a week. During the
eijing 2008 Olympic and Paralympic Games, the buses served the
arathon races as a pick-up vehicle, providing a pure zero-emission
nvironment for athletes. The vehicles are shown in Fig. 1.
The buses are equipped with dual 40 kW rated fuel cell stacks

nd a special electrified power train system. The power train is
ontrolled and monitored by a distributed control system, which
onsists of fuel cell engine management system (MS), electric motor

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:ouymg@tsinghua.edu.cn
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2008.10.013
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Fig. 1. Fuel cell vehicles at t

S, DC–DC MS, power-battery MS and hydrogen supply MS. Dif-
erent types of microprocessors are embedded into each control
ode according to the complexity of control tasks, enabling nodes
o manage their own components and system independently. These
ontrol sub-systems are connected by control area networks (CAN)
us and centrally governed by a Vehicle Control Unit (VCU), as

hown in Fig. 2.

Due to the complexity of the power train configuration, and the
otential dangers in hydrogen systems some working parameters
re important when it comes to diagnosis and safety. Calibration
nd an in-system programming (ISP) interface are also necessary

(

Fig. 2. Power train control system confi
ijing 2008 Olympic games.

or control system optimization during road tests. Normally, a solu-
ion is achieved by the CAN bus interface [7] because all significant
ata supervised by each sub-control node can be gathered in this
ay. For the Beijing public demonstration, however, the CAN-based

olution is inconvenient for the following reasons:
1) The placement of monitoring devices is restricted into a lim-
ited bound because the connection must be created through a
twisted-pair cable to in-vehicle CAN networks. During the pub-
lic demonstration, all internal development interfaces have to
be removed for security reasons.

guration of the fuel cell city bus.
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Table 1
Bluetooth transmission data rate [5].
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Table 2
Bluetooth communication coverage [5].
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3. Bluetooth-based calibration platform with on-line
monitoring

Operational data monitoring and control parameter calibration
constitute a major part of the work involved in implementing
ersion 1.2 723 Kbps
ersion 2.0 + EDR 3 Mbps
iMedia Alliance (proposed) 53–480 Mbps

2) For monitoring via CAN bus, a PC or laptop is necessary because
almost all of the CAN interface applications run only on Win-
dows or Linux platforms. It is very inconvenient to setup a PC
environment inside a vehicle during road tests.

3) Remote monitoring and diagnosis is difficult due to the lack of
common network for PCs or laptops in most urban and suburb
area.

Based on the latest Bluetooth wireless technology, a novel Blue-
ooth universal data interface was developed for the control system
f the fuel cell city bus.

. Bluetooth universal data interface

Bluetooth is a universal short-range low-power radio proto-
ol operating in the unlicensed industrial, automotive, scientific,
nd medical frequency band. Bluetooth technology was designed
rimarily to support simple wireless networking of personal con-
umer devices and peripherals, including cell phones, PDAs and
aptops. Wireless signals transmitted with Bluetooth cover short
istances, typically up to 10 m for Bluetooth class 2 and 100 m for
luetooth class 1. It allows both data and voice connections, with
nominal maximum data of 723 kbps by Bluetooth 1.2 version

nd 3 Mbps by Bluetooth 2.0 + enhanced data rate (EDR version),
s shown in Table 1. The modulation for Bluetooth technique
s Gaussian frequency-shift keying, with transmission at a rate
f 1 M symbol/s on one of 79 channels with 1 MHz spacing in
he 2.402–2.480 GHz band. Bluetooth uses a spread-spectrum fre-
uency hopping connection with a rate of 1600 hops s−1 and its
adio transceivers are categorized in three power classes, as shown
n Table 2 [4].

The Bluetooth universal data interface is implemented with a
ature Bluetooth 2.0 + EDR module. The system structure is shown
n Fig. 3. All significant data from the vehicle, such as fuel cell out-
ut voltage and current, minimal cell voltage, hydrogen pressure,
otor speed, state of charge (SoC) of the power battery, working

tate of each device, and error code, can be measured by each dis-
ributed control sub-system and gathered to the VCU via CAN bus.

Fig. 3. Bluetooth universal data i
lass Maximum permitted power Range (approximate)

lass 1 100 mW (200 dBm) ∼100 m
lass 2 2.5 mW (4 dBm) ∼10 m
lass 3 1 mW (0 dBm) ∼1 m

s a gateway between CAN and Bluetooth networks, VCU transmits
he data over a secure Bluetooth connection according to the pre-
efined protocol. Any Bluetooth device, such as a cell phone, can
ommunicate with VCU through the Bluetooth interface. The data
an, for example, be monitored in real-time with a J2ME applica-
ion running on a smart cell phone. The data exchange between
he cell phone and VCU is highly secure given the guarantee of the
luetooth pairing and authentication mechanism.

Researchers can obtain vehicle information easily with either
PC or a laptop with standard Bluetooth interface. The physical

ignal is transmitted and received through an antenna outside the
CU metal case, as shown in Fig. 4. In the Beijing trial, a series of
luetooth universal data interface-based wireless calibration, mon-

toring and control applications working on different platforms was
uccessfully developed.
Fig. 4. The VCU of the fuel cell city bus with antenna.

nterface system structure.
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Fig. 5. Bluetooth-based calibra

n automotive power train control system, especially in the early
tages of development. In fuel cell bus applications, on-line calibra-
ion and monitoring is desirable because repetitive start-ups and
hutdowns of the fuel cell in off-line parameter tuning experiments
an be inefficient. They can also shorten the life of the fuel cell
ystem. Therefore, an on-line calibration and monitoring platform
ased on instant parameter modification interface and non-volatile
ata record and access mechanism is implemented in the fuel cell
ontrol system.

The calibration and monitoring platform is composed of three
ajor components: an upper-level computer, the fuel cell sys-

em controller and non-volatile memory media, as shown in

ig. 5.

The upper-level computer provides a visual parameter access
nd modification interface based on Freescale FreeMaster
Freescale Inc., USA), a real-time monitor, control panel and demon-
tration software. The upper-level computer acquires real-time

e
i
g
s
p

Fig. 6. Human–machine interface
stem for the fuel cell city bus.

ata from the fuel cell controller through a Bluetooth universal data
nterface and users are capable of modifying all operation parame-
ers on computer and having them transferred back to the fuel cell
ontroller to achieve on-line calibration. It is worth noting that the
AN calibration package widely used in automotive engine calibra-
ion was not adopted here because the volume of parameters in
uel cell systems is not as large as that in engine systems. There-
ore, a Bluetooth-based solution was preferred for simplicity and
onvenience. The fuel cell controller exchanges measurement sig-
als and control instructions with the fuel cell system through the
AN network to perform control and monitoring. In order to retain
arameter values after calibration, non-volatile memory media

lectrically erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM)
s applied to store data in power-off conditions. This can be pro-
rammed to read and write data by fuel cell controller through
erial peripheral interface (SPI). Human–computer interface of the
latform is shown in Fig. 6.

of the calibration system.
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Fig. 7. Fuel cell performance de

The platform software consists of two main parts: the Bluetooth-
ased tool-kit FreeMaster and the embedded EEPROM data access
rogram in fuel cell controller.

FreeMaster is a real-time monitor, control panel and demon-
tration software based on serial communication interface (SCI).
t was developed by Freescale as a support tool for the embed-
ed electronic control system implementation of Freescale series
icrocontrollers. FreeMaster provides both a graphical data dis-

lay and modification interface at computer level and an embedded
emory access and SCI transfer drivers kit at microcontroller level.

he SCI of FreeMaster is compatible with the Bluetooth universal
ata interface. None of original code should need to be modified
o work along with the Bluetooth universal data interface. Dur-
ng the coding process of software on Codewarrior (Metrowerks
nc., Germany), the integrated software development environment
or Freescale microcontrollers, users should include relevant func-
ions of the FreeMaster embedded variable access and SCI transfer
rivers kit. These take care of variable reading and writing as well
s data packaging and device settings for communication with the
ser’s interface on computer through the Bluetooth universal data

nterface. On completion of coding, an *.elf file will be generated by
odewarrior as a symbol list for each software project, in which
ll the variables are labeled with their locations in the internal
emory of the microcontroller. By decoding this *.elf file, FreeMas-

er automatically associates each variable on the computer user’s
nterface with its counterpart in microcontrollers. This means that
uring the whole process of calibration and monitoring the fuel
ell controller retrieves measurement signals from fuel cell sys-
em and transfers them to up-level computer along with control
arameters to display on graphical interface for monitoring. At the
ame time, users perform control parameters tuning on upper-level
omputer and sends them back to the fuel cell controller for control-
ing. At the same time, users modify constant control parameters
n the upper-level computer and send them back to the fuel cell
ontroller.
As mentioned, non-volatile memory media are indispensable
hen it comes to storing calibrated parameters in power-off con-
itions in the middle of, and after, calibration experiments. EEPROM

s preferred here for convenient data access and automotive-
ompliant performance. Since the speed of accessing EEPROM is

c
o
a
o
b

ion during the Olympic games.

onsiderably slower than that of control algorithm execution, it
s more practical that parameters for calibration should be read
rom EEPROM for their latest value all at once before every cali-
ration experiment and be written into EEPROM in the same way
fterwards. In order to facilitate the process of large-scale param-
ter accessing, parameter variables are managed so that they are
llocated in a successive area of internal memory in the micro-
ontroller. They are also assigned with successive memory area
n EEPROM. Consequently, every time parameters are updated
etween EEPROM and a microcontroller, a simple C loop structure
hould be applied to achieve mass memory copy. A symbol variable
efined as the first parameter variable is introduced so that before
ach data access, the absolute address of the symbol variable can be
cquired first to locate the absolute memory region for parameter
ariables and thus ensure the accuracy of memory copy between
EPROM and the microcontroller.

Fig. 7 is a record data example of the system. It shows fuel cell
egradation [9] of one bus during more than 2000 km on-road oper-
tion during the Olympic Games. Under the small and high current
ondition, degradation is more pronounced.

. Wireless in-system programming establishment

In-system programming (ISP) is the ability on the part of
ome programmable logic devices, microcontrollers, and other pro-
rammable electronic chips to be programmed while installed
n a complete system, rather than requiring the chip to be pro-
rammed prior to installing it into the system. A large number of ISP
evices are implemented with bootloader mechanism. Embedded
ystems, especially in automotive applications rely heavily on Flash
ootloaders to ensure that the Electronic Control Unit (ECU) is pro-
rammable either in production or in service. A Flash Bootloader
esides in Flash memory, and is always the first code segment to run
fter a reset. The Flash Bootloader decides whether an application
s ready and thereby either stays in the ECU or jumps to the appli-

ation to start execution. The benefit of having a Flash Bootloader
n an ECU is mainly to allow the erasing and programming of new
pplications on a single ECU in case of application updates, a recall,
r change in configuration due to the downloading of new cali-
ration files. The most popular Flash Bootloaders are CAN-based.
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then ceases the normal control program, and the Bootloader rou-
Fig. 8. Bluetooth wireless in-system programming system.

hese bootloaders use a particular protocol to communicate and
ownload to an ECU [5].

In the development process, and in the demonstration period, an
n-line in-system programming system with the capacity to self-
pdate is indispensable for the fuel cell city bus due to the following
easons:

1) This is the first demonstration of homemade fuel cell buses
in Beijing. The buses serve as ordinary buses on the streets of
Beijing. Some control strategies are not yet mature during the
complex transient city cycle and still needed to be optimized
using the updated experiment data collected with day-to-day
operation.

2) Although Freescale has provided standard background debug-
ging mode (BDM) protocol to update the application in the VCU
of fuel cell city bus, it can lead to unanticipated results under
the rugged automotive EMC environment. For this reason some
field area networks such as CAN are preferred means of com-
munication.

3) The security of the control application has to be taken into
account, in order to avoid non-deliberate and/or illegal update.
The BDM interface is strictly forbidden in the fuel cell bus con-

trol system.

Based on the Bluetooth universal data interface, a wireless ISP
ystem is implemented. This possesses the following advantages:

t
e
b
m

Fig. 9. Xmodem protocol s
Fig. 10. J2ME-based monitoring and diagnosis system.

1) Wireless operation: updating can be done without any cable
connection to ECU, which is very convenient and also suitable
for long-term public demonstration.

2) The capacity for on-line updating: special reset and other sim-
ilar operation is not necessary when using an ISP system. A
friendly human–machine interface is established.

3) High data security: is guaranteed with the pairing of Bluetooth
and an authentication mechanism. Only authorized devices can
connect with an ISP interface.

The hardware configuration of the ISP system is shown in Fig. 8.
Bootloader routine for ISP is resident in a Flash segment. A ded-

cated section of RAM is utilized as ISP data buffer. In cases where
he ISP terminal communicates with the ECU via a secure Blue-
ooth connection (paired), a start ISP command can be sent to ECU
ia Bluetooth with the previously established protocol. The ECU
ine residing in the Flash is duplicated to the RAM data buffer. The
ntire updating binary file is downloaded into the data buffer then
urned into the Flash memory permanently. The data file trans-
ission is achieved through the XMODEM protocol via Bluetooth

tate machine chart.
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Fig. 11. Fuel cell bus status on-line monitoring on cell phone.

niversal data interface. XMODEM, like most file transfer proto-
ols, breaks up the original data into a series of packets sent to the
eceiver, along with additional information allowing the receiver to
etermine whether that packet was correctly received. Statistically,
he chance of detecting an error is less than 16 bytes long 99.9969%
ith 16-bit CRC XMODEM protocol, and even higher for longer data.
n XMODEM protocol state-machine diagram is shown in Fig. 9.

During the Olympics, the control strategy of the fuel cell buses
as updated several times with different fuel cell engine status for

ach bus. With help of the Bluetooth wireless ISP system, the re-
oading process was dramatically simplified and the fuel cell buses

aintained zero-failure operation during whole service period.

. J2ME-based monitoring and diagnosis system

In order to procure the status of the vehicle power train, and
specially the fuel cell engine, rapidly and conveniently, a novel
ireless portable on-line monitoring system based on Java 2nd
icro edition (J2ME) and Bluetooth technology was implemented

or the fuel cell city bus. The monitoring terminal can be a cell
hone, PDA or any other smart mobile device.
This cell phone monitoring system features a real-time, multi-
hannel and auto-scaled monitor canvass. Data received can be
tored as files in specific data format, which can be sent to the
iagnosis Center Server via GPRS later, as shown in Fig. 10. The

mplementation of this J2ME-based Bluetooth monitoring and

[

[

urces 186 (2009) 478–484

iagnosis system has been thoroughly described in the reference
aper [6]. Please consult this paper if more detailed information is
equired.

As shown in Fig. 11, the status inquiry of the fuel cell bus based
n the system is very convenient. The fuel cell output current data
ent from the VCU can be illustrated on the screen of a cell phone for
n-line monitoring, meaning that some pre-failures can be quickly
ecognized.

. Conclusions

Based on Bluetooth technologies, a series of novel wireless
ortable control auxiliary systems including calibration, monitor-

ng and ISP systems have been successfully implemented for fuel
ell city buses. These systems can be operated using any cell phone,
DA or laptop equipped with Bluetooth communication devices.
or J2ME monitoring system, an additional Java virtual machine
nvironment is also required. These systems have been utilized in
he Olympic fuel cell bus demonstration project in Beijing since
uly 2008, and have improved the development environment of the
uel cell city bus, establishing an open platform for vehicle remote
iagnosis, parameter calibration and control strategy optimization.
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